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ABSTRACT
The main research question is:
How can we connect people in the digital age?
This is the digital age, where everything and everyone is connected
and linked with each other. Communication is easier than ever, and
information is available at anytime and everywhere. People like to
share their adventures and thoughts online, and generally enjoy presenting themselves on social media in a positive way. It seems like
people are living in a perfect world, where everyone is having a good
time and living a good life. But reality shows, that people have their
smartphone, tablet, computer or other electronic devices constantly
in front of their face. Everyone is doing their own thing and is more
interested in their online presence or connecting with others online,
than what is happening right around them. People are connected in
the digital world, but somehow disconnected in the real world.
In this thesis, I will focus on the dining table, because the dining
table is my medium to connect people in the digital age. Dining is a
very intimate ritual, which is usually shared by family and friends or
acquaintances. People eat, talk, laugh and share. Dining is more or
less the only time of the day, where we feel relieved. We enjoy good
food, good company and celebrate a successful ending of the day
together.
I will design a special dining table and a special event. The purpose
is to connect people. I will create an environment and design, where
people feel comfortable and enjoy the “here and now“. I want people to have a good time, enjoy good food, good company and have
fun together.
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INTRODUCTION

(3) Avel Chuklanov (unsplash.com)
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MOTIVATION
What is Product design and what is the task of a Product designer?
Product design is about the product, the design and the user of that
product. A Product designer’s duty is always to think about how to
improve everybody ‘s daily life, and how to make life more interesting and fun. People do not really know what they exactly want, until
it is finally there. A Product designer has to think outside the box.
People ‘s needs and wishes have to be figured out. Most of the time,
we see an issue and try to find a way to solve it or try to improve
it. One of the issues I have observed and want to focus on, is that
people these days focus more on their online presence than on their
real life presence. People think it is normal to meet online, instead of
approaching people on the streets. The number of interactions between people is becoming less, and I want to counteract this. We now
live in an exciting and fascinating period of time, where the quality
of life is better than ever. Mankind has many opportunities to create
a good lifestyle and enjoy life in general. I feel like it is necessary to
create events for people, and encourage them to meet with each
other, instead of encouraging them to be alone and let them look at
a screen. Furthermore, people should be more conscious about their
environment, and should pay more attention to their surroundings.
This is my motivation to find a good design solution to connect
people and raise awareness.
Design = Sculpturing
Design is like making a soup - the company & culture are the flavours
Key - Always think about what makes life better
Naoto Fukasawa - Product Designer
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A CONSTANTLY MOVING & CHANGING WORLD
The world we are living in is constantly moving and changing. We do not
notice the small changes at first, but after a while we start to realize what
changes we have gone through. It is impressive, when we think about how
the world has changed, since the day humanity started to evolve on earth1.
Technology is an important and exciting topic these days. By just looking
around, we will notice our surrounding is full of electronic devices. Nearly
everyone owns a smartphone, computer, tablet or another device. All this
technology is perfectly involved in our daily lives, and we cannot imagine
living without them. Technology connects us. We got used to the possibilities. What we have today is big technological progress, which was not
imaginable before. It is amazing, how much it has influenced mankind.
Technology is progressing and evolving every day, and it does not seem to
stop. We are amazed by innovation and push to develop better technology.
New innovations improve our life quality and make our life easier in many
aspects. We are less dependent on others, are able to react faster and are
more efficient. Therefore, the purpose of technology is to increase our living
standards and to connect everyone with each other2.
Unfortunately, there is a downside to all these positive advantages.

1)https://www.discovertec.com/blog/evolution-of-technology
2)https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-evolution-of-technolo_b_318843
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(4) Chilam Siu (unsplash.com)
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(5) Jens Johnsson (unsplash.com)
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PROBLEM STATEMENT & AIM
Technology has a huge impact on humanity3.
Every new technological invention brought
many positive advantages. A very good
example is the communication between
people. These days, communication is easier
than ever4. People have the opportunity to
message, call or video call one another, whenever they want or need to talk to someone.
It does not matter, where you are or which
country you live in. Everything is connected.
Sharing special moments and occasions is
simple and fast. The only thing which is needed is a technical device and a good internet
connection.
Needless to say, there are not only positive
aspects. Our developed technology brings
chaos into our life’s as well. Even though
technology was created to connect us
human-beings with each other, surprisingly it
also divides us at the same time5. We have the
option to talk face-to-face or go outside, but
we do not necessarily have to.

The result is that we avoid communicating
face-to-face, because it is easier to text than
to talk6. Additionally, we do not necessarily
have to leave the house to get basic necessities, because we also have the possibility to
order food and essential things online. Our
interaction between each other is becoming
less and less, and separates us in the end7. It
is important to find a solution countering this
separation.

3)https://www.contentwerk.eu/blog/wie-beeinflussen-social-media-die-gesellschaft/
4)http://www.informationszentrum-mobilfunk.de/wirtschaft-gesellschaft/mobilegesellschaft/sozialverhalten
5)http://www.socialconnectedness.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Social-Isolation-and-Technology-How-Technology-Can-be-Used-to-Reduce-Social-Isolation-

Among-Older-Adults-in-British-Columbia.pdf
6)https://www.forbes.com/sites/womensmedia/2012/05/24/text-or-talk-is-technology-making-you-lonely/#4140cd092a7b
7)https://www.nontoxicliving.tips/blog/how-does-technology-lead-to-isolation

My aim in this Design thesis is to find a practical, oriented design solution to act against
the growing isolation in our society. I want to
improve our human interaction with each
other. It is important to keep in mind, that
technology is neither good nor bad. It does
help us in many ways, and make things and
our life easier, but we have to be aware of our
technology usage.
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HELLO FRESH
an example of how convenient and time
efficient cooking can be

How does it work?
You can either order 3, 4 or 5 meals per week.
1 Meal is for 2 people.
The Meals change every week and you can
choose between meat or vegetarian options.
There are 8 meal options in total for the
week, from which you choose your 3, 4 or 5
meals. You choose the meals from your app by
clicking on the meals on your phone and you
are able to always change your preference
until a certain day. The Box is then delivered
at a chosen day to your house in a box with all
ingredients and recipes you need for the meal.

(6) Hello Fresh (foodiecon.org)

(7) Hello Fresh Box (hellofresh.de)
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Benefit:
The Fresh ingredients are from local farmers,
which are sent to your house every week.
The Box includes all the ingredients with the
perfect amount (meat, vegetables, sauces,
bread, etc.) and the recipe and a cooling bag
to make the ingredients stay fresh.
The meals take about 20-30 minutes to cook
with a guideline of 6 easy steps on how to cook
it. In summary, the benefits for this concept are
as follows:

On the app you can:
o see the meals 5 weeks in advance and
therefore can chose your meal box 5 weeks
prior
o skip a box for several weeks
o pause your subscription
o change profile data e.g. address etc.,
o call customer care directly if there is pro blem

1. You conveniently chose your meals via an
app and it’s delivered to your door, so you can
use your time more effectively and efficiently
doing something else

Hello Fresh reflects the efficiency of today´s
time. People use technology to order food.
It is easy, convenient and time saving. People
do not even have to think about what to cook
or even have to get their groceries at the
supermarket. They can choose their meal,
order via an app, and cook at home.
Principally, Hello Fresh has a good concept.

2. You get fresh ingredients from local farmers
3. You don’t have to think what to cook and
how to cook it because the recipe you chose is
explained in 6 easy steps

Downside: Due to the fact that people do
not have to buy groceries at the supermarket
anymore, the social interaction is cut off at this
point, and human interaction is not supported
anymore. Usually, a person will interact with
another person at the supermarket by meeting an acquaintance they know or by asking
the staff where a product is located. However,
because people do not have to get outside
of their house anymore to buy groceries, the
human interaction is becoming rarer. That‘s
the reason why, it is important to create events
to connect people.

4. No waste of food because you are provided
with the perfect quantity for the meal
5. You get meals, designed by culinary chefs,
for a reasonable price which is cheaper than
going into a restaurant
6. Full flexibility because you don’t have to
order every week, e.g. when you are on vacation you can easily skip the weeks you are not
home and not receive any meal box for the
week

8) Source: Duy Thai Dao, Ex-employee Hello Fresh in Australia, Melbourne
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METHODOLOGY

This Design thesis is divided in two sections.
One theoretical part and one practical part.
The theoretical part will introduce the topic
and will give an overview about:

Those interviews were informative and gave
good insights. Furthermore, in terms of
design, the designers called attention to
relevant aspects, which were significant.
Observation and visual analyses at Design
Exhibitions (Salone del Mobile Milano), Design
Showrooms (Fuori Salone Milano) and Furniture stores (Bolia, MADE.COM, Ikea, Höffner...)
were helpful in terms of designing the Dining
table.

“Technology and its influence on our today´s
society. “
“The Dining culture, an intimate ritual usually
shared with others. “
“The importance of communication and interaction between one another “

For Ideation, various paper, pens and pencils
were used to sketch, draw and documenting
ideas. In addition to that different designing
programs were used, to visualize the ideas. In
order to design a good event, existing events
and gatherings were analysed. Based on the
market analysis, three Personas were created,
and the User Journey got defined. The table
design got reviewed by the master carpenter Fabian Leukert, who confirmed the design
of the Dining table is good and will fulfil the
requirements.

In order to understand and get more knowledge about the topic, different research methods
were used. All data has been collected through
secondary and primary research. Secondary
research includes literature, such as books,
journals and articles. Primary research consists
of interviews with different head designers:
Kurt Beier - Head designer at Bullfrog
Naoto Fukasawa - Product Designer
Hauke Muraken - Product Designer
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METHODS
Research:
Research is an essential tool to get a rough
overview and understanding about the chosen topic. The gained knowledge is crucial to
design and create new things.
Observation of people:
Observing people is always very interesting
and crucial. People are all unique and because
of that, there will always be various interactions
and reactions, as every person behaves different. Generally, people have various needs,
which have to be figured out.
Interviews with specific designers:
Talking to specific designers is important, due
to the fact that they have many years of experience, different views about the world and
opinions or suggestions in terms of design.
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FUNDAMENTALS & BASIS

(8) Jon Tyson (unsplash.com)
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The Table = a piece of furniture10
Definition:
... “a flat surface, usually supported by four
legs, used for putting things on“...9
Dining table
Definition:
...“the table at which the main meal of the day
is served, or the occasion when this meal is
served“...11

THE EVOLUTION OF THE DINING CULTURE

Dining culture includes everything, that has
to do with nourishment, and was created by
humans. This includes decoration, table manners, rituals, specialities, cultural identification, cutlery and eating habits. Dining culture is
principally influenced by national factors, such
as the classical cuisine of the Asian kitchen
(Chinese, Japanese, Thai), German kitchen,
French kitchen or Italian kitchen. Haute cuisine
is the ultimate perfection and is seen as art.

This era was drawn by new ideas, tradings,
reforms, revolutions in science and explorations in the new world. Due to the new possibilities, the European kitchen got a new standard
with various of semi luxury food. Quality of life
in Europe improved. Since the 19th century,
people started to mention the term “national
kitchen“. Every region started to create their
own dining culture. Most European regions
had two meals per day. Some countries like
Spain and Italy focused on dinner as the main
meal, other countries like France and England
saw breakfast as their main meal. Desserts
always finished a meal. The idea of three
meals per day became a standard in the
modern era. Before that, consuming food
depended on your social status.13

Since the ancient times, food was always
connected with social status, politics and
religious power. Nowadays, food is mainly
consumed in terms of health. The dining culture
was established long time ago and went through
different periods. The early modern European
era (1500-1800) opened the doors for new
food influences, and was a significant time. 12

12)http://www.bpb.de/apuz/262254/ernaehrungs-globalgeschichte?p=all
13)https://www.abendblatt.de/ratgeber/wissen/article108077830/Kleine-Geschichteder-Esskultur.html

9)https://dictionary.cambridge.org/de/worterbuch/englisch/table
10)https://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Tisch
11)https://dictionary.cambridge.org/de/worterbuch/englisch/dinner-table
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The Dining culture we know evolved in the last centuries and it is still
evolving today. Our society changed due to the influence of technology
and the introduction of the internet. Everybody’s daily life got busier and
time has to be planned more efficiently. This is why Fast Food became very
popular and successful. However, the consequences are that more people
are consuming unhealthy processed food and become overweight as health
issues increase. In the last few years, healthy eating, aesthetic looking food14
and living a healthy lifestyle has become more relevant, because people
have started to be more conscious about their eating habits and what they
consume15. Slow Food is an organisation which was founded in 1980s by
Carlo Petrini, in Italy. The goals of Slow Food are supporting local/traditional
foods and promoting sustainability. Slow Food is an alternative to Fast Food.
The founding of Slow Food was the first milestone for the movement Slow
Food, which is gaining more and more popularity16. It is important to be
aware of good and healthy food16, especially today, when people are always
busy and hectic. We should invest more in quality time, quality food and the
moments we share with others. A good work-life balance is significant.

14)Werner Aisslinger, Hanan Alkouh, Irene Antoni-Komar, Claudia Banz. 2017.
Food Revolution - Gestaltung für die Gesellschaft von morgen

15)https://www.slowfood.com/about-us/our-history/
16)https://blog.euromonitor.com/megatrend-healthy-living/
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(9) Charles Deluvio (unsplash.com)
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Culture
Definition:
...“the way of life, especially the general
customs and beliefs, of a particular group of
people at a particular time“...
...“the way of life of a particular people, esp.
as shown in their ordinary behaviour and
habits, their attitudes toward each other, and
their moral and religious beliefs“...17

CULTURE
Culture contains all social behaviour, values and norms found in human societies or
communities. Art, architecture, music, dance,
traditions, cooking, clothing... are parts of a
culture.18
In terms of dining, there are so many cultural
differences. An example are the used eating
tools. In Europe, it is common to use forks,
knives and spoons, and in Asia it is common
to use chopsticks, spoons and hands. European food is much heavier compared to Asian
food, which is very light and fresh in its taste.
It is fascinating how diverse food and the food
culture can be or how people use ingredients
differently for cooking.

(10) Nicole Honeywill (unsplash.com)
17)https://dictionary.cambridge.org/de/worterbuch/englisch/culture
18)https://www.livescience.com/21478-what-is-culture-definition-of-culture.html
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Germany
Breakfast in Germany starts at 7 am and is
until 10 am. It is usually hearty. People eat
wholegrain bread with butter, different toppings, such as cheese, eggs, ham, jam,
honey, salad or cereals with milk. Beverages are
coffee, tea, milk or juice. Lunch is mostly warm,
and people eat at 12 pm. It is common to
prepare food at home, due to the fact that
cooking for yourself is principally healthier
and cheaper than eating outside. It depends
on what people have prepared for the next
day. It could be a sandwich, soup, etc. If
there was no time for preparing lunch, people
would get something outside. Usually for luch,
people eat dishes including potatoes, soup,
pasta, meats, different cabbages, quark, salad or
döner kebab, etc. Dinner is normally around 6
pm, and served cold as it includes dark bread,
butter and different toppings. Drinks mainly
consumed are water, coffee, tea, juice, sweet
beverages and beer. Common desserts are
puddings, yoghurt or cake.
Italy
Italian people start their day with a very light
breakfast from 8-10 am, which includes a
coffee and brioche or tiny pastry. Coffee in
Italy is just a small espresso cup. If people have
time, they drink their coffee at home. If not,
they get their coffee outside. At the coffee
places, people order, pay, sip on their coffee
and leave. As mentioned before, the coffee
is small, but very concentrated in its taste.
Coffee, what we know in Germany, is called
Cafe Americano in Italy (Coffee with water).
Lunch and dinner are usually warm. Lunchtime is at 12 pm, and people eat pizza, pasta,
focaccia, ciabatta, panzerotti, risotto, etc.
Drinks are beer, wine and water, etc. After
lunch it is common to get another coffee.
Aperitivo´s are offers by restaurants or bars,

(11) Zarak Khan (unsplash.com)
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(12) Shawn Fields (unsplash.com)
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Singapore
Singapore is a very special case. Eating outside
and not cooking is normal. Buying groceries
is very expensive and it is time consuming. It
does make sense to buy groceries and cook
if you have a big family. However, usually the
costs are similar, whether you cook or eat outside. Sometimes it is even cheaper to eat at
food places. To save time, eating outside is the
better option. People eat mainly at Malls or
those old Hawker Malls, due to the fact that
food is tasty and affordable. The food options
range from Singaporean, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Malay to Indian food. There
are lots of food to choose from and it usually cost about 5-10 SGD. Compared to a
proper restaurant, the prices are very low.

where people get one drink and some snacks,
like potato chips, fresh olives or crackers.
Those Aperitivo´s normally start around 6 pm,
but Italians usually eat later. At bigger restaurants people have the option to take food from
the buffet. This is very common in Italy, besides having a proper dinner at a restaurant. For
dessert, people eat fruits, tiramisu, cakes,
pastry, gelato or they drink another coffee.

In Asia, all meals are usually served hot.

Vietnam
Vietnam, for example, starts the morning at
4-6 am with noodle soup, bun, pho or banh
quan (rice crepes), banh mi (French influenced
baguette) combined with Caphe/Caphe Sua
Da (Vietnamese coffee/iced coffee). Lunch is
around 12 pm, and could be pho, bun, rice
dishes, rice noodle dishes like bun cha (rice
noodles with grilled pork & herbs). Dinner
is around 7-8 pm, but could be later as well
and includes rice or noodles and different
dishes. Drinks are commonly green tea, bia hoi
(Vietnamese beer), sweet drinks or water.
Desserts are mainly fruits of the season, variety of Che (sweet soup or pudding), fruit shakes, ice cream or bubble tea.

Culture comparison - dining together
During dinner time, people in Europe commonly sit together at the dining table, eat, and
talk about what happened during the day. In
Asia, sitting at the dining table is not always
the case. It depends on how westernized the
family is and how many people live in one
household. In Vietnam, people have started
to sit at dining tables, but it is still very common to place a straw mat on the floor and have
dinner on it or, alternatively, people eat at the
sofa table, while watching TV. Watching TV is
very important, while having dinner. People
do talk with each other, but the conversations
between family members are not very deep,
compared to European people. Generally, I
guess the way people eat in Asia will change
due to the influence of the West and also the
way people communicate with one another.

In Vietnam, it is common to eat breakfast
outside, lunch could be at home, if people have
time for cooking. After lunchtime, it is common
to take an after-lunch nap. This is how people
avoid the heat during the day. Dinner is principally the most important meal of the day and is
at home, where the whole family eats together.
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IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION

Good communication is and will always be
essential between human beings21. Especially
in this period of time. Communication used to
be mainly via letters, phone calls or face-toface meetings. The introduction of the internet changed communication drastically, and
communication is nowadays mainly done via
instant message or email. Calling is still an
option, but mostly used when people need
instant information or when something is very
urgent. There are two types of communication,
Verbal-communication and Non-verbal-communication22. Both are important, but in the
digital age, the words you communicate are
more weighted than the tone and how you
actually say it. This is because people only
read what you have communicated via text
message. They cannot see how your body
language was in that situation. Most conflicts
happen because of miscommunication. This
shows, again, how significant it is to communicate properly. The digital age is, unfortunately,
not a supporter of Non-verbal-communication. Miscommunications happen all the time,
because of the lack of Non-verbal-communication. Some people might react negatively
and isolate themselves from society23. Due to
the lack of Non-verbal-communication in the
digital age, it is necessary to show how important real and right communication towards one
another is. After all, we all live on this planet
together.

Communication/Communications
Definition:
...“the act of communicating with people
the process of sharing information, especially when this increases understanding between people or groups “...
...“Communication is also the exchange of information and the expression of feeling that
can result in understanding“...
...“the process by which messages or informtion is sent from one place or person to another, or the message itself“...19

Isolation
Definition:
...“the condition of being alone, especially
when this makes you feel unhappy“...
...“the fact that something is separate and not
connected to other things“...
...“the condition of being separated from other
people, towns, countries“...20

19)https://dictionary.cambridge.org/de/worterbuch/englisch/communication
20)https://dictionary.cambridge.org/de/worterbuch/englisch/isolation
21)https://www.nlpt.de/die-bedeutung-der-kommunikation/

22)http://www.nonverbale-kommunikation.ch/wissen-produkte/definition-nonverbale-kommunikation/
23)https://www.diewirtschaft-koeln.de/kommunikation-und-digitalisierung-_id4460.
html
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(13) Kinga Cichewicz (unsplash.com)
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WHAT IS THE PERFECT TABLE SHAPE?

What is the perfect shape for a dining table, if
the purpose is to connect people? There are
many varieties of Dining tables on the market.
Most common shapes are square, rectangular,
round and oval tables.
Each shape fulfils a purpose.

Square Shape
- compact.
- four equal sides
- looks well-ordered24
- used for conferences, festive events26

Rectangular Shape
- compact
- two longer sides
- seats for many people
- highlights important people26

24)Bruno Munari. 2015. The Square - Discovery of the square
25)Bruno Munari. 2016. The Circle - Discovery of the circle

26)https://www.sabelstein.com/magazin/assets/pdf/die-12-wichtigsten-bestuhlungsarten-fuer-veranstaltungen.pdf
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Round Shape
- equal seats, space25
- people can see everyone around them
- people sit closer towards each other
- used for festive, ceremonies
(galas, weddings)26

Oval Shape
- seats for many people
- takes a lot space
- used for conferences and meetings27
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OBSERVATION
AT SALONE DEL MOBILE MILANO
(April 2019)

Salone Del Mobile is a huge Design Exhibition in Milano. I used the opportunity to have
a look at the newest trends and collections. I
talked with different companies and designers.
I observed people’s interactions towards each
other at different table shapes.

During my observation, I noticed that square
or rectangular-shaped tables were mainly used
for meetings and closing deals, while round
tables were used mainly for social interactions.

39
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GENERAL OBSERVATION
This picture was shot at Mall of Berlin, Germany after lunchtime. These
seating possibilities are offered by the coffee shop “Berlin Coffee “. In
the picture, we see round tables and square shaped tables. In addition to
that, we see people with technological devices. The area with the square
shaped tables look neat and organized. In comparison, the area with the
round tables look crowded. Regarding the aesthetic, the square
shape area looks more satisfying, compared to the other area. Having a
closer look at the human interaction, we notice that people act more
intimate towards one another at a round table. The square linear seating
structure separates people more than the round structure. People at the round
table sit closer to each other and surround the table. It is also
interesting that some people at a square shaped table, changed the
position of the chair (by surrounding the square shaped table) to create
a more intimate atmosphere. This picture clearly shows, that people act
more intimate at a round shaped table. Even when people sit at a
square-shaped table, people try to recreate this intimacy by changing the
position of the chair or simply change their body position closer to their
conversational partner.
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INTERVIEWS WITH DESIGNERS

Interview with Kurt Beier
at Salone Del Mobile Milano 2019 in Milan/Italy.
Kurt Beier is the founder and head designer of the company Bullfrog,
which is located in Upper Franconian Michelau in Germany. Before he established his company and got into the design field, he sculptured porcelain,
also called “weißes Gold” in German27. The influences of sculpturing are
visible in his designs and products.
In 2017, Tuyet Chinh Pham Thi went to Salone Del Mobile Milano for the
very first time. She met Kurt Beier, who showcased and introduced his company and current collection of upholstered furniture and tables. During that
period, Bullfrog launched a new designed round dining table, which was
adjustable in its height. The company had the intention of introducing this
Dining table to the Asian market. This dining table remained in Tuyet Chinhs
mind.
27)https://www.bullfrog-design.de/bullfrog
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Salone Del Mobile Milano - Milan/Italy
11th of April 2019
Hall 08

Tuyet Chinh:
Good day Mr. Kurt Beier, how are you today?
I hope you still remember me.

Kurt Beier: (laughing)
Of course, I still remember you. We were
sitting in the corner last year, when you came
to our exhibition stand with your friend. I am
feeling great. It is always exciting to be here at
Salone Del Mobile.

Tuyet Chinh:
Wow, I am glad that you still remember me. I
prepared some questions for you today, due to
the fact, that I am writing my Bachelor thesis.
The thesis is about how to connect people in
the digital age and I am focusing on the dining
table.
Ok, what does the dining table symbolizes for
you?
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Tuyet Chinh:
How do you think future dining will be? Do you
think technology will be involved? I mean it is
such a big part of our daily life already.

Kurt Beier:
The dining table symbolizes the centre of
Communication. It is a place where Family,
friends and your loved ones come together.
“Dining is a very intimate ritual.“

Kurt Beier:
How future dining will be? That is a very interesting question. Well, I think we need human
emotions and feelings. This is very important.
Technology has for sure its advantages and
positive effects, but it also separates people.
I think there will be dining tables combined
with technology, but it would be better if this
area stays untouched. I am from a generation, where we had a strict father. We had to
be home at a specific time for dinner and we
had to wait until everyone was finished, before
we were allowed to leave the table. Of course,
there were exceptions, but usually we talked
with our family about daily topics. Now I have
grandchildren and I experienced more or less
the evolution of dining in my own family.

Tuyet Chinh:
What is the perfect shape for the dining table,
when you want to bring people together?

Kurt Beier:
The round shape symbolizes equality, no one
is favoured. This is why political and company discussions are also made at a round table.
There is a saying:
“We have to create a round table”.
Generally, all the seating possibilities at
a round table are the same. At a square
shaped table, there are good and bad seats.
For example, in China, the round shaped
table is very typical. It is very common to
do arrangements, agreements and deals
during a dinner. If there is no proper
dinner at a round table, what has been
discussed before has no validation. The typical
Chinese dinner table is designed in the way,
that everyone is able to reach everything
without any issues. At a square-shaped
table, it is sometimes difficult to reach
everything, so we have to ask others to hand
over something for us. Every culture has its
own culture of dining.

Tuyet Chinh:
What is important for you, in terms of the
dining table? How should it be?
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Tuyet Chinh:
This is so interesting. I gained a lot of input by
you. Thank you very much for your time and
help. I really appreciate this. The information
will help me very much.

Kurt Beier:
It is very important to have freedom of leg
movements. People should have the possibility to stretch out their legs with no issues
and it should be easy for them to get up. The
table should be stable and I want to wind
down while taking my dinner. Principally, a
nice and comfortable feeling is significant. The
material should be warm. I personally prefer
wood. Materials like glass and steel are giving
a very cold feeling. So I would avoid them. It
would be great, if there is a possibility to adjust
the height, because there are many different
situations. Think about all generations like
babies, older people… People with more
weight should also feel comfortable. It is also
necessary to think about hygiene. The table
surface should be easy to clean. Think also
about the fact, that when the table is not used,
it is decoration or in general a sculpture.

Kurt Beier:
It was my pleasure to help you and if you have
any further questions, don ‘t hesitate to contact us.

30 years ago, family was family. The bell
ringed, the family gathered. Everything was
done together. Dining, talking, cleaning up
and then it was allowed to get up and do your
own duties. The table connected the family.
It was a bonding. Nowadays, it is more difficult, due to the fact that the working hours are
different. However, it would be great, if people
will still experience dining together and be a
family.
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12th of April 2019
Icon Design Talks - Milan/Italy
Fondazione Riccardo Catella
Via Gaetano De Castillia 28, Milano
20-30 min talk by Naoto Fukasawa
Question to Naoto Fukasawa at Icon Design
Talks 2019 in Milan/Italy.

Duy Thai Dao (friend of Tuyet Chinh):
Thank you, Naoto Fukasawa-san for this
interesting lecture. Regarding the things that
I think I know - regarding the Deja Vu feeling.
Coming back to this thing. How do you think
,with the technology rising, how will the future
dining will be?

Tuyet Chinh:
Naoto Fukasawa I am currently writing my
Bachelor thesis. My thesis is about how to
bring people together and I am focusing on
the dining table. What is the perfect shape
for the dining table if my intention is to bring
people together?

Naoto Fukasawa:
Designers should focus on people‘s behaviour. They have to listen and believe into their
subconsciousness. Always think about the
human body and the surrounding. Don‘t focus
on the money, this is less important. Usually,
people don‘t know what they want, before it
already exists. We all share a similar subconsciousness and mind.

Naoto Fukasawa: (laughs)
It depends. It depends on the situation, and
what you want to achieve with your table. So,
there is no perfect shape. You have to think
about what situation and atmosphere you
want to design.

Unfortunately, there was no time for more
questions, but Naoto Fukasawa walked by
Tuyet Chinh and she took the initiative to ask
him one more question.

Then he went to his next Interview.
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Naoto Fukasawa is a famous Japanese
Product designer, who is currently designing
for many leading brands (Muji, Panasonic,
Samsung, ...) worldwide. His designs span
over a wide variety of areas, from electronic
equipment to furniture and interior spaces28.
In 2014 Tuyet Chinh Pham Thi, did a presentation about Japanese design, including her
favourite Product designer Naoto Fukasawa.
In April 2019, she had the chance to attend
Icon Design Talks in Milan, where Naoto
Fukasawa did a talk about “The Integrity of
Things”. It is about what a designer should
keep in mind and think of while designing a
new product.

28)http://naotofukasawa.com/about/
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Interview with Hauke Murken
at the Design Office Murken Hansen GbR.
The design office Murken Hansen was founded in Berlin by Hauke
Murken and Sven Hansen. Their aim is to make things better, and their idea
is people should own less things. But the things they own should be
outstanding, in high quality and should be simply beauty. They follow
the idea of soft minimalism, so that their products will stay up to date,
even after many years29.
Hauke Murken did the Furniture Design 2 course at Berlin International,
which Tuyet Chinh Pham Thi attended. There she got the idea to interview
her lecturer.
Tuyet Chinh visited Hauke Murken in his studio, where he showed her
around and showed her his work. After that the interview started.
29)http://www.murkenhansen.de/index.php?code=show_cat&id_cat=38
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Design Office Murken Hansen GbR
23rd of April 2019
Taborstr. 16
Berlin/Germany

Tuyet Chinh:
My first question is, how do you think the future
dining culture will be? How will it develop? Will
it stay like it is now or will it change?

Hauke Murken: (laughing)
Difficult question. I have to think about this
first, because I never thought about this. The
dining culture, hmm….
Well, I think technology influences people a
lot. People are distracted and it is necessary to
say: “Please, no phones here”.
Generally, I think eating and dining together
will stay like it is. Because it is important.
Especially in Germany. Germans are not wellknown for eating outside all the time.

Tuyet Chinh:
Technology has the purpose to connect
people. What do you think about that?
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Tuyet Chinh:
Alright. Next question is, do you think technology will be involved in the future dining table?
Hauke Murken:
Personally, I don’t think technology really
connects people. In that case, I am a pessimist. When you take the UBahn, you see
people mainly focusing on their screen. I think
it makes people lonelier and it separates. But
in terms of staying in contact with people and
doing business, technology is definitely a
good tool.

Tuyet Chinh:
What do you think about the concepts of
families living in a shared community, where
you share a kitchen and dining place together.

Hauke Murken:
Principally, this is not a bad idea and it could
work. But there are many issues. People
behave and act different. For example,
hygiene is a difficult topic. When you live in
a shared flat, you know which issues I mean.
I moved to Berlin back then and my flatmate
never cleaned up the dishes or walked with
dirty shoes in our house. If this concept of
families sharing houses should work, the
communication between families has to be
very good. There are issues, but that doesn’t
mean it wouldn’t work. We just have to find
solutions for that.

Hauke Murken:
I think there will be always two movements.
One movement, which is enthusiastic about
technology and want to include it everywhere. The other movement would like to go
back to nature. When there is high tech, there
is also the opposite. Well, but I can’t imagine a
dining table, which is made of a screen. What
is interesting nowadays - we already include
technology in our dining, by taking pictures for
Instagram. This is a need. In terms of grocery
shopping, cooking and sharing recipes, this
changed a lot. But I think there won’t be big
changes in the future dining table.

Tuyet Chinh:
How should the future dining table look like?

Hauke Murken:
This depends on trends. A couple of years
ago, everyone wanted a table, which is extendable. Now people want a table, which is
monolith. This doesn’t depend much on culture.
It’s just about trends. There always will be basic
formed tables. I could imagine, due to the fact
that people are getting more environmental
conscious now, people would like to include
nature.
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Tuyet Chinh:
What is the perfect shape for a dining table,
when the intention is to bring people closer to
each other?

Hauke Murken:
Round is definitely a good shape, but the
issue here is, you have the big middle space.
You probably need something similar to the
Chinese dining table. Oval would also work.

Tuyet Chinh:
What is your requirement on a table? What is
important for you?

Hauke Murken:
The table has to be big enough for any
situations. There shouldn’t be too much
space in-between. Think about the number of
people, and you have to think about the
situation, where the table is used. If you want
to use the dining table for other things as well,
like working etc., then I would recommend a
square shaped table. If it’s only for dining, a
round shape. The chair is also important. You
have to think about this as well. Generally, you
have to create your table, so people would feel
comfortable and could sit for about two hours.

Hauke Murken:
I don’t like cold materials. Wood is a nice
material. I wouldn’t suggest glass. You should
think about hygiene. The surface has to be
cleaned.
Linoleum is a good compromise. It is easy to
clean up. What I don’t like about wood - when
you drip red wine, there will be stains. It should
be made of a material, where you don’t have
to pay too much attention.

Tuyet Chinh:
What colour would you recommend?
How can I create a nice atmosphere?
Hauke Murken:
Well, maybe you could create a surface, which
is able to change its colour. Depending on
what mood you want to create. You have the
possibility to change the colour.
Tuyet Chinh:
Alright, thank you very much for this Interview.
It was very interesting and I got many informations.
Hauke Murken:
I am glad, I was able to help you.

Tuyet Chinh:
My last question is, what materials would you
recommend?
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THE PERFECT SHAPE

For my Design, I decided the round shape is
the perfect shape.
Compared to all the other shapes, it has the
most advantages30 and brings people closer
towards each other25.

30)Susan M. Weinschenk, Ph. D.. 2016. 100 More Things - Every Designer needs to
know
25)Bruno Munari. 2016. The Circle - Discovery of the circle
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The seating possibilities are all the same.
People have the same advantages and disadvantages. There are no good and bad seats.
The seats are all equal.
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TECHNOLOGY INVOLVED?

An example, are the IRT tables of the company kodisoft, which are used in the
gastronomy. Those tables include a monitor
surface and are interactive. Customers are
able to order food and play games31.

Regarding the influence of technology on the
human being, we know technology brings
advantages and disadvantages. We do not
know how the future of dining will be, but we
can have a guess and use our imagination.
How could the future dining culture look like?
Will technology be involved?

(14) IRT Table (itrestaurant.net)

31)https://www.kodisoft.com/
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(15) Ikea Digital Concept Table (architecturaldigest.com)

Another example is the Digital Concept Table,
which was designed for Ikea, and is temporary
displayed at Ikea in Milano. This table design
should revolutionize the way people prepare their meals and help reduce waste. The
table includes a camera and projector above
and induction coils under the surface. Those
elements work together and identify the
objects, and project a display on the
surface. To use the table, the user has to
place food ingredients on the surface and has
to set the time for preparation. The table will
suggest different recipes and after selecting
one of them, the meal can be prepared immediately on the surface. The induction coils
heat up inside of the pans and the rest of
the table is usable for eating and working32.

(16) Ikea High Tech Concept (dailymail.co.uk)
32)https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/ikea-digital-concept-table
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GOOD BALANCE IS IMPORTANT
All those projects are interesting and revolutionary. They are exciting
and fun. In my opinion, there will be two possibilities in the future. First,
there will be dining tables with technology, and second, tables without any
add-ons. As Hauke Muraken said, there will always be two movements.
I personally do not mind a table with technology. In fact, it brings advantages, but I prefer a dining table without any technology. There is already so
much technology around us. It would be a good balance to have a dining
table which is untouched from technology. Furthermore, people won´t get
distracted and will be able to enjoy the “here and now“ more intensely.
We still live in reality and should appreciate it.
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(17) Hutomo Abrianto (unsplash.com)
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CONCEPT

(18) Annie Spratt (unsplash.com)
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DESIGN - BRIEFING
Questioning the influence of technology on
future generations & society
Day by day, technology is improving and evolving. It became a huge
part of our life. A world without the support of technology is not
imaginable. The purpose of technology is to improve the quality of
life, make life easier and connect us with each other. Even though
technology helps in many ways and make things easier for the
human being, it also influences us humans negatively at the same
time. Our interaction between one another changed drastically.
It is not necessary to talk or communicate face-to-face anymore.
Technology provides other options, which are, most of the
time, more convenient. The result is real human interaction and
communication towards each other is becoming less and less
and physical separation is increasing. We have to find a
solution - a way to encourage people to communicate and talk to
each other, to prevent people from not interacting with one another.
One solution is to focus on the tradition of dining together. Dining
is an intimate ritual, which is usually shared by family and friends
or acquaintances. People eat, people talk, people laugh, people
share. We enjoy good food, good company and celebrate a
successful ending of the day together. By focusing on the dining
ritual, we are able to find a solution to connect people physically in
the digital age.
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FUNDAMENTALS
to a good design & event

Challenges:
The challenges in this design project are:
How to bring people together, and how to
encourage them to interact and socialize with
one another. In terms of the dining table, the
challenge is to find the perfect shape. The
shape is important, because the intention
is to bring people closer to each other. It is
necessary to create an intimate atmosphere
and a nice mood. People should feel relieved
and comfortable, while attending the event
and sitting at the special table.

Relevance:
Technology around us is evolving constantly.
It brings many advantages, but also disadvantages at the same time. One of the bad
influential aspects is, that real human interaction and communication is not benefited.
This leads to isolation without even noticing.
It is crucial to counteract and support real
intercommunication.
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How is it better than the rest?
My table design focuses on reconnecting
the human being in the real world. It will
influence people’s behaviour and support
intercommunication. Furthermore, my design
can be used in different variations, depending
on the occasion. The table will be one of the
main elements of the additional created event.
The designed event will be centred around
a specific topic, which will be interesting for
the potential user and will encourage him/
her to be part of that event. It is not an event
for many people. It is more intimate and
exclusive. Only people, who consent and are
registered to the event, are able to
attend. The event will bring people together,
educate and motivate people to socialize,
as it will be an extraordinary experience.

Value Proposition:
I think it is significant to find a solution
for the increasing seclusion in our today‘s
society. Technology will keep evolving and it
is crucial to have a good balance in using it.
A table gives the opportunity to gather, let
people sit down, talk, discuss specific topics
and let people do whatever they want. Due
to this, the table is a good medium in terms
of bringing people together. By focusing
on the dining table design, it is possible to
influence people’s behaviour and relation to
technology. The additional designed event is
relevant to show the function of the table. It is
also an example how people could potentially
meet, socialize and connect in the digital age.
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Competitor research analysis:
The city Berlin has a huge variety of different restaurants, bars, cafes, food events,
shows combined with food and exciting
food experiences. Berlin is one of my favourite
cities in terms of food. It is diverse and provides quality food, which is very affordable.
I have noticed, most food events here are
created to reach big audiences. Markthalle
Neun is a good example. They do Street food
every Thursday, where various food places
present their food33. Food festivals are mainly
during the weekend, such as: Breakfast Festival,
Asia Food Festival, Gelato Festival and many
more. Those events are just temporary, and
again, different eating places present themselves and their food creations34. For people who
like it more special, there are possibilities like:
Restaurantschiffe (dining on a boat), Dunkel
restaurant (dining in darkness), Marooush
(dining like Pharaohs). There are just a few
events, conceived for smaller groups. Those
are mainly workshops rather than events.

The Green Clean Kitchen - Summer Edition
(Vegan Workshop)
This event is hosted by Jenny Kuba, and the
location is Daheim Manufaktur. Jenny Kuba is
a relaxation trainer. She does yoga workshops
and is a nutritionist. A balanced and healthy
lifestyle is essential for her.
At her workshop, people get to know the
simple vegetable cuisine in a relaxed way,
the diversity of the plants and learn to cook
naturally, nutrition-rich and sustainable35.

(19) Ella Olsson (unsplash.com)

33)https://markthalleneun.de/märkte/
34)https://berlin-ick-liebe-dir.de/food-events-berlin/
35)https://www.jennykuba.de/mein-weg/
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Wildkräuterwanderung - Bestimmen
Herstellen & Verköstigen
This event is hosted by kruut, and people are
accompanied by an expert.
Different experts show people around and
share knowledge about herbs, explain how to
identify and produce them. In the end people
are able to taste prepared snacks.
old knowledge is getting lost
together we can
save it.
(altes wissen geht verloren.
gemeinsam können wir
es retten.) 36
		

kruut

What makes my event unique?
My event is designed for a small group of
people, who are interested in cooking,
aesthetic looking food and socializing. I want
to create an event about seasonings and herbs
and show the varieties and usage of them. The
idea of the event - it should be informative, it
should encourage to share ideas, experiences
and values. I want to create a Deja Vu feeling,
so people can exchange their experience. The
event will not provide a full dinner. It will be
more like an Aperitivo with drinks and snacks.
Most importantly, people should have a great
time and enjoy the event.

(20) Gerrie Van Der Walt (unsplash.com)
36)https://www.kruut.de
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App Interface

(21)

Ticket

PRODUCT SYSTEM

What has to be designed for the event?

(22)

Table

(23)

(21) Tablet (pngtree.com), (22) Tickets png (kidsfundtown.ca), (23) Table Icon (conniearruda.com)
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Implementation
As soon as the required parts for the event
are there, the event can start. The event
needs a location, where it will always take
place with the table as an integral part of
the event. A moderator for the event has
to be found and a cook, who will prepare
the snacks and drinks. After all the preparation work, the event can start right away.
How is it advertised?
It will be B2C and also C2C.
First of all, it will be advertised through the
channel Business to Consumer, because
the potential user does not know the event
yet. Thus, the business will have to invest
into the before-mentioned marketing
tools (social media) to reach the audience.
After the event took place a couple of
times, it will also be advertised via the
channel Consumer to Consumer, due to
the fact that consumers will recommend
good experiences to their family, friends
and acquaintances. Hence, mouth-tomouth marketing will be the driving force
to advertise the event in future, with a
mixture of social media marketing.

How do people get to know the event
& table?
People will see advertisements about
the event and product via social media,
such as Instagram, Facebook, YouTube,
Eventbrite and different event platforms.
Social media has its advantages in terms of
reaching a wide range of audience.
Besides that, the younger generation is
stronger involved into social media and
technology.
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HUMAN - THE FOCUS OF DESIGN
...“The human being is a three-dimensional entity, consisting of
body, mind and spirit. That means, the human always act and
react holistically. All three-dimensions, somatic, mental, and
spiritual, are active participants in the relationship between
people and their environment.“...37
Viktor E. Frankl

37)Prof. Gerhard Meerwein, Dr. Bettina Rodeck and Frank H. Mahnke. 2007. Colour - Communication in architectual spaces
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(24) Lai Man Nung (unsplash.com)
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USER REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION
For Dining Table & Event

Dining Table

Event

- should be stable
- should be round shaped
- should be made out of a natural material
- made of quality wood (dark brown coloured)
- should look well-made and expensive
- should look aesthetic
- should be useable for different situations
- should connect people by bringing them
closer to each other
- should offer enough space for people to sit
- should create a nice, warm, cosy atmosphere
- should be comfortable
- should not be too complicated to use
- should be easy to clean up
- user should enjoy the usage of the table

- created for a small group of people, who
enjoy the aesthetic of food
- should look appealing and special
- should be interesting and fun
- should be informative
- should activate people’s consciousness about
the environment and usage of technology
- should be a cosy atmosphere
- should encourage people to talk
- should encourage people to exchange their
experience
- special snacks and drinks should be served
- people should enjoy the “here and now“,
without technology
- should encourage people to connect

TARGET GROUP
I want to design for people, who enjoy socializing, who are open-minded and like to share
experiences, knowledge, values and opinions with others.
Target group age: 20-35
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PERSONA 1

Helena Gerber:
24 years´ old
Helena grew up in Berlin. She graduated
from school and went to an au pair year
to New Zealand. After that she started her
studies in Fashion design. She is an openminded person and very extroverted. She is
creative, energetic and knows what she wants.
Traveling and exploring different cultures is
very important to her, because she gets new
inspiration and knowledge out of it.
Helena enjoys meeting and talking to new
people, because she likes to share and
discuss different views and ideas. Her
hobbies are designing, reading and
cooking. Healthy cooking is important for
her and she likes to explore new food.

(25) Averie Woodard (unsplash.com)
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PERSONA 2

Marco Ricci
28 years´ old
Marco grew up in America and moved to
Frankfurt/Germany when he was little. For his
studies, he moved to Berlin, and after graduation he found a job as a product manager.
He has an extroverted personality and loves
sport. Swimming is his way to get rid of stress.
He is very active and loves to make people
happy and laugh. Beside sports, he is interested in photography. Socializing is important
for him, and exchanging new ideas with other
people is what he likes. People call him Marco
the explorer.

(26) Eduardo Dutra (unsplash.com)
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PERSONA 3

Nina Marie - Meier
30 years´ old
Nina moved to Berlin, because of a new job
opportunity. She works as an event manager and has to travel a lot to different cities.
She is a family person, who is very caring
and thoughtful. Dancing is her passion, due
the fact she started dancing, when she was
really young. A healthy lifestyle is relevant in her
opinion, because health is everything. She
enjoys spending time with family, close friends
and cooking with them. Nina is always up for
new events, especially when it comes to new
special food.

(27) Guilherme Stecanella (unsplash.com)
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ADVERTISEMENT

SWIPE

INTRODUCTION ABOUT EVENT

USER JOURNEY EVENT

REGISTER TO APP

First step
The targeted user will see an advertisement
of the event “Seasoning & Herbs”. He/she is
curious and is interested and will swipe up
to the link. There will be a short introduction
about the event, which will animate the user
to join the event. To join, it is necessary to
register in the app. After signing in and
choosing the seasoning or herb, the user has
to pay in advance 30,00 €. This is the payment
for the event, offered snacks and drinks for that
evening. After the payment is done, the user
will receive his/her ticket. This ticket, will list all
the important information (date, time, address,
chosen seasoning or herb).

CHOOSE SEASONING OR HERB

PAYMENT

RECEIVE TICKET
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Second step
The day of the event arrives. The user will
get to the “Seasoning & Herbs” Event,
and someone will scan the ticket at the
entrance. After entering, the user will see a
table. In the middle of the table is a
pedestal, where different seasonings and
herbs are showcased. After everyone
arrives, the moderator will request everyone to place their electronic devices
(smartphone, tablet...) into the table
gap. Next step, he requires everyone to
rotate and change their seats. This will
prevent the guests from taking their
phones. After this is done, the event
will start. The lighting will dim, and the
atmosphere
will
get
more
cosy.
People are disconnecting from the digital
world and connect with the “here and now“.
The moderator will start introducing the
chosen seasoning or herb, by giving
samples around, so people are able to
touch and smell it. The moderator will ask
about the sensation of smelling the herb
and encourage people to talk. After that
the moderator informs everyone about,
where the herb is from, how it is grown,
how it comes to us and how to grow it
by oneself, if possible. This should raise
awareness about the environment and
support sustainable living. The given
information will be supported by
pictures and samples. Then the tasting
of the drinks and food will start. This
tasting will show the different possibilities
of how to use the herbs and seasonings
and how it is used in different cultures.
At the end of the event people will get
the recipes to create the dishes by themselves. The moderator will give the signal

to return all the electronical devices. The
light will get brighter and the event is over.
Hopefully, everyone enjoyed the event
and is encouraged to connect with each
other.
ATTENDING EVENT

SCAN TICKET

PLACING ELECTRONIC DEVICES AWAY
CHANGE SEAT
START OF EVENT

INTRODUCTION & INFORMING
EXCHANGING EXPERIENCES

COSTING FOOD

GET THE RECIPES

GETTING BACK ELECTRONIC DEVICES
END OF EVENT
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DESIGN

EVENT - APP DESIGN

COLOUR CONCEPT

(29) Brigitte Tohm (unsplash.com)

(28) Han Lahandoe (unsplash.com)
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(30) Tevei Renvoyé (unsplash.com)
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THE EVENT APP
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REGISTRATION
SIGN IN
TICKET

Information
GALERIE

MAIN APP PAGE
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APP INTERFACE DESIGN
Opening App

After touching the app, the app will open.
The white background will change to a green botanical background.
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While the background is changing, the circle icon moves at the same time and will
transform to the S-shape logo.
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REGISTRATION

E-mail

Password

SIGN IN

First Name
Last Name

E-mail

Date of Birth

Password

Sign up for emails to hear all the latest Events
By creating an account, you agree to
Seasoning & Herb´s
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use

CREATE ACCOUNT
Already a member? Sign in.

REGISTRATION

SIGN IN
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CHOOSE

MINT

CINNAMON
Cinnamon, full of aroma and scent.
It is one of the world´s most popular
spices and is used in many different
cultures in various ways. From hearty
food, sweets to drinks.
There is no limit.

CINNAMON

BASIL

ANIS

OREGANO

PEPPER

Join our event and we will take you to
an adventure, full of aroma and taste.
Get to know more about the diversity
of cinnamon.

Date: 28th of August 2019
Time: 8 pm
Location: Adventure Garden

JOIN THE EVENT

CHOOSE YOUR EVENT

Example: CINNAMON EVENT
JOIN THE EVENT
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TICKET

PAYMENT
one last step

CINNAMON EVENT
Date: 28th of August 2019
Time: 8 pm
Location: Adventure Garden
KLARNA - PAY
PAYPAL
KREDIT - / DEBITCARD
SOFORT

PAYMENT

TICKET
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APP INTERFACE DESIGN
The user opens the app and will see the main page of the event app.
There, the user will be able to register or sign in for the event, get
information, have a look at the picture gallery or get to the ticket.
After he/she has registered or signed in, the event has to be chosen.
In our example, he/she choses the “CINNAMON EVENT “. The user
will see information about cinnamon, the date, time and location. If
he/she is interested, “JOIN THE EVENT” has to be clicked. Then the
payment page will pop up. After the payment is done, the ticket for
the event is purchased and will be invocable at the main page under
“TICKET “.
My app interface design represents exclusivity and high quality. The
intention was to create an app, which is simple to use and reduced
to its main aspects.
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DINING TABLE DESIGN

MATERIAL SELECTION

Chosen Material OAK Wood
(33) Rachel Pfuetzner (unsplash.com)
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(34) Mockup Photos (unsplash.com)

(35) Cabinet Materials (www.cliqstudios.com)

My intention is to create a stable dining table, which gives the
user a warm and cosy feeling. Due to this, wood is the perfect
material. It is natural, stable and people feel comfortable around this
material. The table surface should be made of Oak wood, which will be
coloured dark afterwards. The table legs are made of plywood and
will be coloured black. Another option for the leg part would be
metal, but this is not very efficient, due the high processing costs.
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COLOUR CONCEPT

(36) Denis Bolshakov (unsplash.com)

(37) Christiann Koepke (unsplash.com)
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(38) Zac Ong (unsplash.com)
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C.O.D.

650 mm

1500 mm

Celebrate outstanding dining

425 mm
TOP
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630 mm

720 mm

MEASUREMENTS

SIDE
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C.O.D.

SIDE
Celebrate outstanding dining
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C.O.D.

Celebrate outstanding dining
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RENDERING

SIDE
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103

104

105

106

107
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C.O.D.
C.O.D. is a round dining table with a hole in the centre. The
table is divided in two pieces. This offers the user the possibility to
recreate the table shape. C.O.D can be used for different gatherings
and meet ups, because of its flexibility. People can sit in a round
constellation or in front of each other. The idea behind the design
is to have a dining table, which can be used in various occasions.
Furthermore, a pedestal with plants or something else could be
placed in the middle. Due to this, the atmosphere of the table will
change and will create a better environment. Additionally, the table
has a shelf to place technology devices. People will unwind better,
because of the fact that the devices are out of sight.
C.O.D is made out of Oak wood, which is coloured dark. It is stable,
has a high quality and will last for a long time. The table is suitable
for households and special event.
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CONCLUSION

SUMMARY
Research showed how significant it is to be aware about technology impacts
and how important dining together is. The design solutions, to improve
people’s interaction towards each other, are a dining table and a food event,
which is supported by an app.
C.O.D. is designed in a way, which offers the user varieties of usage
possibilities, depending on the occasion. It can be used as a circle shaped
table, where users can see each other face-to-face or it can be used as a
table, where people sit in front of each other. Another possibility is
displaying food on the table at house gatherings.
Seasoning & Herb´s is a food event, created to enjoy the “here and now“.
It is an adventure, where people get to know different cultures and get
general knowledge about seasoning, spices and herbs. In addition to
that, people can taste varieties of foods and drinks and explore the
diversity of food of different cultures. By attending the event, people agree
with disconnecting from technolgy and connecting with the people
around them.
These design solutions support socializing and have the intention to
improve human interaction. Technology will continue having an impact on
the human being and society. It is a part of our life, whether we like it or not.
In the end, it is us, the people who make the decision. We decide, how much
technology we want to use and how it will influence our life and behaviour.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The dining table C.O.D. and Seasoning & Herb´s event, are design
solutions to encourage people to connect with others again. Technology is
still evolving and will keep influence our daily life. Due to this, it is relevant
to have events that motivate people to disconnect from the digital world
and show them to appreciate the “here and now“ in the real world.
C.O.D. is flexible in its design and can be used for various occasions at
home or elsewhere. The aesthetics of the table gives the feeling of high
quality and a feeling of a long-lasting furniture. In combination with events,
the table will support the gathering by its shape and design. Seasoning &
Herb´s is an example of how to connect people by food. This concept could
be a foundation for other events with other subjects in the future.
As long as there is a dining culture and as long as people like to enjoy the
“here and now“ with one another, my designed dining table and my event
concept will have a good future perspective.
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